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Abstract SWLMs, and then shifted and reused in SRA. 87.5%
A 2.8 to 67.2mW H.264 encoder is implemented on a memory power of IME is thus saved.

12.8mM2 die with 0.1I8 tm CMOS technology. The proposed Figure 2 shows the proposed fractional-pixel ME (FME)
parallel architectures along with fast algorithms and data engine. Different from the sequential half-then-quarter
reuse schemes enable 77.9% power savings. The power refinement algorithm, the proposed one-pass algorithm
awareness is provided through a flexible system hierarchy searches 25 half-pixel/quarter-pixel candidates around the
that supports content-aware algorithms and module-wise best integer-pixel candidate to facilitate parallel processing
gated clock. and DR. In the proposed parallel architecture, 25 processing

Introduction units (PUs) process 25 half-pixel/quarter-pixel candidates in
H264 achieves 2.4bit-ratesavingsoverparallel. The half pixels interpolated by the 6-tap 2-D

However, aitconsumes much moreapowertduetothesasor M 4 interpolation engine are shared by the nine half PUs, and
However, it consumes much more power due to the use of 89% of memory accessing and 6-tap filtering power are
complex compression tools ri cLow power consumption is saved for the half-pixel candidates. Then, because of the
required for porable devices in which the power is limited. algorithmic linearity, the residues of half-pixel candidates in
in addition, power scalability is also imporant because it transform domain are reused by the bilinear filter array to
enables such devices to tradeoff compression perfornance
with power consumption according to power levels and generae th meid or n quarter-Pixel camndidates inWltnL~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~tasfre domainforupn 16onqua erweleUslLAll meoyaces
application requirements. 6-tap filter and Hadamard transform power are saved for the

Efficient techniques that enable a low power and power quarter-pixel candidates.
scalable H.264 encoder for mobile applications are presented Flexible Encoder System and Power-Aware Algorithm
in this paper. There are three critical issues. First, motion D
estimation (ME) normally consumes about 850 of the Based on the low-power ME engines, the proposed
encoder power [2]. To reduce power consumption, new data encoder further demonstrates the capability of power
reuse (DR) schemes should be implemented in the parallel scalability with the flexible encoder system and
architectures for fast ME algorithms. Second, low power power-aware algorithm. Figure 3 shows the system
techniques have to be integrated across different design architecture. The encoder has 3 macroblock (MB) pipeline
levels. This is not easy because fast ME algorithms are stages: coarse-prediction, fine-prediction and block-engine,
difficult to realize on parallel architectures due to their and three MBs are pipelined and simultaneously processed
irregular and sequential natures. Furthermore, gated-clock with the power-aware algorithm shown in Fig. 4. A wide
techniques at the circuit level cannot be effectively range of power scalability is achieved through this flexible
supported without system-level considerations. Finally, to system thatadjuststheparametersofreconfigurablePEGs
enable power scalability on an ASIC encoder, flexibility associated to all H.264 compression functionalities. Unlike
must be explored on the system and module architectures the previous encoder system [1, 2], in which each pipeline
along with a computationally scalable algorithm. controller is tightly coupled with the corresponding

processing engines (PEGs) in each pipeline stage, our
Low-Power Motion Estimation system hierarchy separates PEGs from pipeline controllers.

Figure 4 shows the proposed integer-pixel ME (IME) PEGs can thus be flexibly reused between different pipeline
engine. To save memory power, reference pixels read from stages.
search window local memories (SWLMs) are stored and There are three main advantages. First, it can provide
reused in systolic register array (SRA). Four-step search flexibility in system scheduling. Compared with [2], our
(FSS) fast algorithm reduces computational complexity but system has a more compact and balanced schedule, which
has an irregular searching flow. To combine fast algorithms reduces pipeline stages and subsequently saves power for
and DR schemes, the SRA is designed with four data pipelining. Second, it provides the flexibility for
configurations for four different searching directions-up-, algorithm development. For example, to enable the pre-skip
down-, left- and right-shift. To cooperate with such SRA, the algorithm as shown in Fig. 4, the FMe, which normally
ladder-shaped data arrangement (LSDA) is proposed in oprtsithfnerdcinsag,anlocluaete
SWLMs. The horizontally and vertically adjacent pixels operates In the fine-predcthon stage, can also calculate the
such as 'A2 to P2" and "BO to B 15,, are both arranged matchedintosat assoeiatedg with the motivese-pectior (MV).
different memories and can thus be accessed in parallel. predctor at the beginning of the coarse-prediction stage.parae. Because best inter-prediction modes of a significant number
Then,iaeth e searching Flow xmiseinedt sting. ruabll of MBs are the skip modes, our design monitors this event in

pies are stored in'.:'th sytoi ara afte Stpl Duin an FM opraios 204. of encde poe is saved

configure as don rih- p n etshfofgrtos Fig. 3, a finle-grainled mnodule-wise gated clodk circuit is
Thne correspondinug rows andl columTns Of pixels are read from
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implemented to precisely turn off the clocks of static register similar compression performnance compared to [2] and
files (RFs) and inactive PEGs. The gated clock circuits in makes a 1.96dB quality improvement with about 5mW extra
our system save 1 8.8-33.2O power for the encoder. power compared to [_)]
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